This paper proposes a novel speaker adaptation method that flexibly controls state-sharing of HMMs according to the amount of adaptation data. In our scheme, acoustic modeling is combined with adaptation to efficiently utilize the acoustic models sharing characteristics for a d a p tation. The shared-state set of HMMs is determined by using treestructured shared-state HMMs created from the history recorded for acoustic model generation. The proposed method is applied to the parameter-tying and parameter-smoothing techniques. Experiments have been performed on a Japanese phoneme recognition test using continuous density mixture Gaussian HMMs. Using 50 adaptation phrases, a 42% reduction in the phoneme recognition error rate from the speaker-independent model was achieved.
INTRODUCTION
To achieve practical use of speech recognition for many applications, speaker-independent (SI) speech recognition systems with continuous mixture density HMMs (CDHMM) have recently been developed. The SI model consists of many parameters that are trained with a large amount of data, which is necasary to express the speech variations of many speakers. The performance of the SI model, however, is still poorer than that of a well trained speaker-dependent (SD) model. Speaker adaptation can be utilized, to reduce the performance gap. As the SI model has a large number of parameters, a large amount of adaptation data is needed to obtain stable adaptation performance [1] [2] . However, the amount of available speaker-specific data is generally limited. Accordingly, devising a way to share and use correlations of parameters, states or models is one of the key tasks for obtaining rapid and robust adaptation with a small amount of adaptation data.
To effectively carry out speaker adaptation with a small amount of data, the parameter-tying and parametersmoothing techniques has been proposed [3] . The performance by this method becomes saturated when adaptation data increases. To keep high performance for a wide range of adaptation data, a clustering tree structure of the parameters has recently been adopted for parameter-sharing [4] [5]. However, the clustering criterion of adaptation is different from acoustic modeling.
This paper presents a scheme that encompasses acoustic modeling and adaptation. In our scheme, a state-sharing mechanism is included in the modeling algorithm. The successive state splitting (SSS) modeling algorithm [SI is investigated for this strategy. The SSS process gradually expands one state model to a larger Hidden Markov Network (HMnet) that represents all context-dependent phoneme HMMs and maintains state sharing among different phones. Depending on the SSS splitting history, a tree structure (SSS-TreeStructure) that expresses hierarchical similarities among all phoneme states is created. Using a part of this tree structure, the state-sharing is carried out according to the amount of adaptation data.
The following section describes the procedure of the S S S Treestructure and outlines of the state-sharing method using the SSSTree-Structure. Next, an application of the SSS-Tree-Structure to the parameter-tying and parametersmoothing techniques is shown. Finally, the experimental results are provided on a Japanese phrase data. The SSS-Treestructure allows the shared-state set to be controlled according to the amount of adaptation data to obtain efficient adaptation performance. In order to increase the state-sharing count when the amount of data is small, the shared-state set contains states that are leaf node states under the high-level parent node. On the other hand, in order to decrease the state-sharing count, when the amount of data is sufliaent, the shared-state set contains states that are leaf node states under the low-level parent node.
ADAPTATION METHOD
In this SSSTree-Structure, since some states that located under the node were once one-state models in the SSS process, the acoustic phenomena of these states are similar, and this similarity is higher at a lower node. Rapid and robust adaptation is expected, as the state-sharing is controlled by the similarity of the state acoustic phenomena. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of these procedures.
MAP-VFS
The mean vector of the initial model is recalculated through embedded training. Each mean fi, is estimated by maximum likelihood estimation or MAP [7] . In this paper, we adapt
MAP estimation for VFS (MAP-VFS) [8][9]:
where, pp is the p t h mean vector of the Gaussian distribution of the initial model, m p denotes the maximum likelihood estimate, np denotes the total number of training samplesob served for the corresponding Gaussian mixture component, and r indicates the relative balance between U prior knowledge and empirical data. The transfer vector up is represented as follows:
Since there is a limited amount of training data, there are untrained mean vectors, and the reliabfity of the retrained mean vectors is poor. Thus, interpolation of the untrained mean vectors and smoothing of the trained mean vectors are
perf0Mled:
where, jip is the estimate of the p t h mean vector. N @ ) is the set of K-nearest neighbor mean vectors to p,, Xp,k is the weighting coefficient that denotes the distance d p , k between pp and pk, and f is a weight control parameter.
In conventional VFS, the h'-nearest neighbor mean vectors contained in N ( p ) that are shared-parameter sets are selected in the order of distances d p , k . This is not considered suitable Figure 3 : Statesharing area using SSS-Tree-Structure tying as it dose not take into consideration the similarities of acoustic phenomena. In our scheme, to achieve efficient parameter-sharing, the nearest neighbor mean vectors are selected by using the SSS-Tree-Structure that constitutes hierarchical similarities of parameters.
MAP-VFS using SSSPee-Structure
This section describes parameter-sharing of MAP-VFS using the SSS-Tree-Structure. Let K be the number of trained mean vectors for interpolating and smoothing, pp be the target mean vector in the initial model, and f i k be the trained mean vector of fir. For a multivariate Gaussian mixture, the set of K-neighbor mean vectors N ( p ) is formed as follows.
1.
Search the leaf node state including pp in the tree. 2. Determine the cluster.
Go up to the parent node until the total number of trained mean vectors f i k under this node becomes larger than K.
Select K-trained mean vectors { f i k } according to the distance between pp and P k .
3. Select the K-trained mean vector in the cluster.
After this procedure, interpolation and smoothing are performed using transfer vectors { V k } ( { f i r -p k } ) .
A simple example is shown in Figure 3 . 
EXPERIMENTS
Speaker-Independent Table 1 . The topology of the HMnet was generated with SSS algorithm using 2,620 isolated words of one male speaker; the SSS-Tree-Structure was also created. The number of states in the HMnet was 200. Diagonal covariance matrices were used and the number of mixture components per state was 5. The SI model was generated [lo] by using 50 utterances of 285 speakers.
The proposed algorithm was evaluated using a Japanese 26-phoneme recognition test. For the test, 279 phrases were uttered by 7 speakers who were not included in the SI model training. The adaptation training data was sampled from 598 phrases that differed from test phrases. Giving consideration to the dependence on training data for the speaker adaptation performance, the experiment was repeated three times with different training data. Supervised adaptation was performed only for the mean vectors of Gaussian ontput distributions. The number of trained mean vectors X described in 2.3 was set to 6. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the proposed adaptation procedure using the SSS-Tree-Structure. The experimental The performance of MAP-VFS with the SSS-Tree-Structure is superior to that of conventional VFS. The proposed method is slightly inferior to conventional MAP-VFS when there is a small amount of adaptation data (number of adaptation phrases less than 10).
Conditions 3.2. Results
The reason for this was considered as follows. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the number of mean vectors going up levels of a tree structure from the leaf node to the total mean vectors. When the amount of data is small, the vectors whose going up level exceed 3 are substantially contained. The sharedstate sets are constituted by the states that are leaf nodes under a high-level parent node. Thus, the similarity of state acoustic phenomena is poorly reflected.
MAP-VFS with the SSS-Tree-Structure achieves a higher recognition performance than dose conventional MAP-VFS for a large amount of adaptation data (number of adaptation phrases more than 20), demonstrating the dectiveness of our approach. When the amount of data is large, going up level from the leaf nodes occupies 1 level up and 2 level up (see Figure 6 , over 20 phrases). The shared-state sets are constituted by the states that are leaf nodes under lowerlevel parent nodes. Furthermore, this approach makes good use of the similarity of state acoustic phenomena.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a shared-state speaker adaptation method using an SSS-Tree-Structure. The shared-state set of HMMs are determined using the history of acoustic model generation created by the SSS algorithm. In our scheme, acoustic modeling is combined with adaptation to make the best use of acoustic model tying characteristics. The proposed method is effective when applied to MAP-VFS. Experimental results on a Japanese phoneme recognition test show that the proposed method yields higher recognition performance than dose conventional MAP-VFS when over 20 adaptation phrases are used. Number of phrases for adaptive kaming Figure 6 : Ratio of the number of mean vector going up levels from t h e leaf nodes of a tree structure while varying the number of adaptation phrases
